Seafood...

the Healthy Choice
Experience the variety and quality of premium fresh and frozen
seafood - wild caught or farmed in our cold, clean North Atlantic
waters. Whether dining out or dining at home, you’ll be sure to
enjoy the superior flavour and succulent taste of Newfoundland
and Labrador seafood - delicious and nutritious!

www.fishaq.gov.nl.ca
@FA_GovNL
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The Newfoundland Aquaculture Industry Association represents aquaculturists and the service sector in the province.
Its fundamental purpose is to assist the aquaculture industry to achieve its full wealth creation potential. It is the voice
for the industry by ensuring that Federal / Provincial legislation, policy, and services match the needs of the industry.
It delivers programs and services to its members to attain excellence in safety, quality, environmental sustainability,
Aquaculture:
An Ocean
ofinformation
Potential on NAIA membership benefits, please contact us!
and profitability.
For more

WORLD LEADERS
IN AQUACULTURE
NUTRITION
As a world leader in the
research, development, and
manufacture of feed and
nutrition for the aquaculture
industry, EWOS supply diets
across the world for both
cold- and warm-water species.
Diets are available for all
lifecycle stages and can
be customized to include
EWOS functional ingredients
to support exceptional
performance and fish health.

EWOS.COM
KNOWLEDGE MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

Think of the

possibilities.
MARINEHARVEST.CA
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MESSAGE FROM THE MINISTER
As Minister of Fisheries and Land Resources, I extend sincere congratulations to the
Newfoundland Aquaculture Industry Association on yet another successful Cold Harvest
conference and tradeshow for 2017. It is an important annual event for our aquaculture industry,
presenting a valuable opportunity for networking, sharing perspectives and exploring business
opportunities; one that drives the leading edge of our growing sustainable seafood sector.
The production value of our seafood industry reached yet another record high in 2016, exceeding
$1.4 billion. A significant portion of that total came from our aquaculture sector, which also achieved
another peak year. The seafood industry is a substantial contributor to our provincial economy,
directly employing well over 17,000 people and benefitting many more individuals and enterprises.
Newfoundland and Labrador’s seafood products are exported to more than 40 countries.
It is essential that we continue to work with the association, producers and other industry
stakeholders to leverage the industry’s tremendous potential.
The theme chosen for Cold Harvest 2017 – Aquaculture: An Ocean of Potential – aligns directly
with our government’s commitment to continued sustainable growth and diversification
throughout Newfoundland and Labrador’s seafood industry.
We have committed to supporting the industry in growing salmon aquaculture production to
50,000 tonnes and mussel production to over 10,000 tonnes. I am pleased to say that with
some significant new developments in the sector this year, we are maintaining momentum to
achieve that goal and beyond.
There is significant demand for our province’s high quality and sustainable seafood products
throughout the world, and we will continue our efforts to seek new opportunities and
strengthen this valuable industry for the benefit of all Newfoundlanders and Labradorians.
Respectfully submitted,

Honourable Gerry Byrne
Minister of Fisheries and Land Resources
www.gov.nl.ca
Fall 2017
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Message from
Laura Halfyard,
President

A

Laura Halfyard, President and Chair of the Board, Newfoundland Aquaculture Industry Association

s NAIA heads into its Cold Harvest 2017 Conference
and the AGM in September, it is time to reflect on the
progress made and strides to continue growth of our aquaculture industry. Industry, government, academics, service
sectors, and the public are meeting in Gander on Sept. 26-28th
to participate in sessions focusing on Aquaculture: An Ocean
of Potential.
Newfoundland’s production and value is now second
nationally (after BC for salmon and PEI for mussels), with tremendous growth potential. Conference sessions will focus on
harnessing this potential through Public Confidence, Human
Resources and Workforce Trends, Socio-Economic Aspects of
Aquaculture, Innovations in Aquaculture Feeds, Governance,
as well as Shellfish and Finfish Technology and Innovation.
We look forward to this opportunity for provincial, national
and international participants to network to enhance our NL
industry.
NAIA continues to work with Government as part of the
Aquaculture Steering Committee, developing strategies to
enhance aquaculture production through improved regulatory, operational and investment efficiencies. It is anticipated
that the results of “The Way Forward: Realizing Our Potential”
and the Action Plans for the aquaculture industry sector will
be released this fall 2017. Challenges, such as the recent NL
Supreme Court decision to require a full environment impact
statement for the proposed salmon sites in Placentia Bay, may
be delayed but not deter our plans for continued responsible

MHA Tracey Perry
District of Fortune Bay-Cape La Hune
P.O. Box 429, 101 Main Street
St. Alban's, NL A0H 2E0
Tel: (709) 538-3112
Toll Free: 1-888-538-3112
Fax: (709) 538-3079
E-mail: TraceyPerry@gov.nl.ca
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and sustainable growth.
Members of NAIA’s board, staff and industry have been
busy taking part in the national Aquaculture Association of
Canada (AAC), CAIA meetings, and the World Aquaculture
Society (WAS). Industry and government have or will participate in various international seafood marketing shows
(i.e. Seafood Expo North America in Boston, Seafood Expo
Global in Brussels, Seafood Expo Asia in Hong Kong, China
Fisheries and Seafood Expo in Quindao, Restaurant shows in
Canada and USA) to promote its high quality and sustainable
aquaculture products. A recent inbound trade mission from
China gave some buyers first-hand exposure to our salmon
and mussel farms and processors through visits to Cooke
Aquaculture, Badger Bay Mussel Farms, Allen’s Fisheries,
etc. It also included the wild fishery sector through tours and
meetings with Royal Greenland/Quin-Sea, Green Seafoods
and the new Newfoundland Victor shrimp vessel. Meanwhile,
investigations into innovative new salmon and mussel technology include AquaNor in August 2017 in Norway and Aqua
Sur potentially in 2018 in Chile.
NAIA has continued its Beach Cleanup activities, with the
hiring of summer students to work with us and communities
for local marine cleanup events. This summer, NAIA and local
aquaculture companies partnered with The Conservation
Corps NL, MI Ocean Net, Miawpukek First Nation, and surrounding communities. The aquaculture industry has taken
a pro-active marine stewardship role through environment
enhancement activities. The 2017 activities continue to make
a positive impact on the local environment and communities
in the Coast of Bays area.
We look forward to meeting you at the Cold Harvest 2017
in Gander to network, to learn of new opportunities, and to
enhance regulatory, research and investment strategies.
Meanwhile as summer wanes and fall prepares us for winter
mode, take the time to enjoy a meal of fresh NL salmon and/
or mussels at your barbeque or dinner with family and friends.
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Message from
Mark Lane,
Executive Director

A

Mark Lane, C.D., Executive Director, Newfoundland Aquaculture Industry Association

s I write this message for our Fall edition of the
Cold Harvester enroute to Trondheim, Norway for
AquaNor 2017 I feel absolutely privileged to be part of such
an exciting industry.
Aquaculture is the fastest growing food production
industry in the world; leading in terms of environmental
responsibility and sustainability.
Newfoundland and Labrador has an ever-increasing role
to play on the national and international seafood stages.
Our hard work, dedication and determination over the
years has made our province now the second largest producer the farmed seafood in Canada.
Last year we achieved the highest levels of production
of premium farmed seafood in our province’s history. In
2016, the Newfoundland and Labrador aquaculture industry exceeded all previous production volumes and market
values in our history. Total aquaculture production was
28,622 tonnes, representing a 25.5 per cent increase over the
previous year. Total market value for the industry reached
a record high also; totaling $276 million.
We are proud responsible farmers of the sea. We are
proud that our industry is now worth more than quarter of a BILLION dollars; contributing significantly to the
economy of this province, creating jobs and revitalizing
rural coastal communities.
The world is watching us. They are watching our industry’s
progress and looking forward to our potential in the future.
We have great potential to grow in an environmentally
responsible and sustainable manner.
This year’s Cold Harvest conference and tradeshow
themed “Aquaculture – An Ocean of Potential” is fitting
locally, nationally and internationally.
Newfoundland and Labrador has a vast coastline of
17,000km scattered with inlets, isles, bays, tickles and
sounds. This abundance of pristine waters of the North
Atlantic position’s our province to be an even more significant player in the growing global aquaculture industry
moving forward.
Fall 2017

Fish farming is a renewable resource. Farming our oceans
with care enables Newfoundlanders and Labradorians and
others around the world to produce a sustainable healthy
food for a growing global population. Aquaculture has a long
history in this province and we see a large potential and a
bright future; working in concert with traditional fisheries,
providing premium seafood to the world and continuing
to be a significant contributor to our provincial economy
for generations to come.
This years Cold Harvest Conference and Tradeshow is our
th
24 . Since NAIA was established in 1993 we have grown to
over 100 members strong in recent years.
We are a united industry. We are here for the long term.
We need to do our part to help feed the world.
In producing some of the highest quality seafood on Earth
we also create long term, year-round meaningful employment opportunities to Newfoundlanders and Labradorians.
Whether in Gaultois or Triton, Stephenville or St. Alban’s,
Hermitage or Gambo we are enabling Newfoundlanders
and Labradorians to do what they love doing in a place
they love living.
This is why we do what we do – continue to grow our
industry environmentally responsibly and sustainably. This
is why we are proud of who we are – Farmers of the Sea.
Farmers of a premium seafood right here at home in
Newfoundland and Labrador.

Aquaculture: An Ocean of Potential
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Digital Sampling & Breaking the ‘Sonde’ Barrier
with Multiparameter Instruments from YSI

• Seamless integration into marine, estuarine,
freshwater and groundwater monitoring systems
• High-accuracy sensors with on-board memory
• Wireless communications

Optical
DO
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Dissolved
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pH/ORP
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Depth

www.hoskin.ca

Vancouver | Burlington | Montréal
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For more on our sustainability please visit:
www.skretting.ca
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Aquaculture: Community Connections
By: Chelsea Mackey, Kendra Caines and Christina Murphy, NAIA Summer Students

Hatchery. After leading us through routine biosecurity protocols, Jim Murphy,
Hatchery Manager provided an overview
of the aquaculture industry in the Coast
of Bays region. He also demonstrated all
aspects of how the hatchery works including how they use a computer system to
regulate water chemistry, oxygen and
more. After observing the fish through
the viewing platform, we enjoyed the dayto-day fish sampling demonstration in
the lab. With our science background,
we loved the hands-on experience.
On Friday, August 11th we were fortunate to have Jennifer Caines of Northern
Harvest Sea Farms take us on an aquaculture site tour to Spoon Cove, Bay
du Nord, Bay du East and Cinq Isle in
Fortune Bay. While on the site, we also
watched scuba divers do their daily dive
regime and site workers doing regular
farm maintenance.
The St. Alban’s Reading for Fun youth had a great day learning about healthy oceans
and healthy eating.

T

his summer we were hired by NAIA
and the Conservation Corps Echo
Program to help to work in the St. Alban’s
office to help organize shoreline cleanup events in the Coast of Bays region.
During this time, we took full advantage
of our experience as we participated in
various aquaculture tours, organized
educational fun days for the youth, and
raised awareness of the many aquaculture careers that are available in NL and
Canada.
On Wednesday July 12th, we toured
St. Alban’s Seafoods processing plant. We
geared up with our steel nose boots, hair
net, gloves, and lab coat and were led by
Trina Cribb, Quality Control Manager
who demonstrated the procedures that

10

takes place during the processing of
Atlantic salmon.
On Thursday July 13th, we toured
the Cooke Aquaculture Swangers Cove

Even though we were busy with shoreline clean ups each week, we found time
to organize a few fun day events with
Reading for Fun groups in St. Alban's,
Milltown – Head of the Bay, and English
Harbour West. Our intentions were to

Christina, Kendra and Chelsea at a Northern Harvest Sea Farms salmon site in Fortune
Bay.
Aquaculture: An Ocean of Potential
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educate and introduce the youth to aquaculture, Canada's Food Guide and the
importance of healthy oceans. We did
various presentations, played marine
themed games and provided marine
debris awareness T-shirts to each of the
kids.

This summer has been a wonderful
experience which has exposed us to many
important and educational opportunities
that will forever follow us in our science
careers. Working to keep our oceans
clean, learning about marine species and
interacting with the youth in the Coast

of Bays has been an enlightening experience. We feel privileged to have worked
with NAIA and the ECHO Program this
summer and would like to thank everyone involved that has helped in anyway.

The tour at the Swangers Cove Hatchery
was extremely educational.

Kendra enjoyed dissecting an Atlantic
salmon at the Swangers Cove Hatchery.

Kendra, Christina and Chelsea at the St.
Alban’s Seafoods Processing Plant.

The English Harbour West youth enjoyed the activities and presentations.
Fall 2017
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Christina, Kendra and Chelsea at the
wharf in St. Alban’s.
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The sea can be both demanding and temperamental.
A tough environment that demands tough solutions. Our
products will put your mind at ease, safe in the knowledge they
will perform optimally under even the harshest conditions.

Barges
Feeding Systems
Camera Systems

Water Engineering
Remote Operations
Fish Health

Software
Seaculture Equipment
Services

www.steinsvik.no/en

COAST TO COAST TRANSPORT
1 Main Street
Newman's Cove, NL
A0C 2A0
Ph:
709-445-5531
Cell:
709-468-6500
Contact: Len Bragg
Email: lenbraggctc@yahoo.ca
tonykeough@gmail.com

Specializing in The Transporting of Fresh and
Frozen Seafood to US/Canadian markets.
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Badger Bay Mussel Farms Ltd.
85 Main Street, Triton, NL A0J 1V0
Contact: Juan Roberts, President
juan@icebergselect.com • www.icebergselect.com

adger Bay Mussel Farms (BBMF), located in Green BayNotre Dame Bay, NL is an organic blue mussel producer,
in existence since 1988. Our proud brand name associated
with our mussels is Iceberg Select™.
With almost thirty years experience in the aquaculture
industry in the province, Mr. Juan Roberts, President, and
leader in the blue mussel sector was recognized as NAIA’s
Aquaculturist of the Year in 2006.
BBMF is the largest blue mussel farming operation in NL.
The company currently holds 21 site licenses and cultivates
more than 5 million pounds of mussels annually.
Selective harvesting, careful processing and thorough
inspection before shipping ensure our Iceberg Select™ mussels
are superb in quality, size and taste. Our mussels are available
in the shell freshly packed on ice in mesh poly bags, in frozen
vacuum packages or bulk. Custom orders are also welcome.

We are committed to the highest quality standards in the
aquaculture industry in NL. Our commitment to green practices and pure Canadian organic mussels drives us and has
led us to a product that can’t be matched. No additives, no
chemicals, GMO-free.
While other growers produce mussels in water depths of 20
to 40 feet, Iceberg Select™ mussels are grown on deep water
sites, in depths of 40-120 feet. The clear iceberg chilled waters
of Newfoundland and Labrador provide a pure and clean
growing environment, rich in nutrients and pollution free. This
makes Iceberg Select™ mussels 100 % natural, 100% delicious.
Badger Bay Mussel Farms is currently in the research and
development stage of producing oysters in the province and
hopes to make them readily available to consumers in the
near future.
Please visit our website at www.icebergselect.com to view
a video of our farming operations.

Juan Roberts with the Chinese delegation who toured NL in July.
Fall 2017
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WELCOME
NEW
MEMBERS!

Sheldon Peddle
info@acaphumberarm.com
www.acaphumberarm.com

Steinsvik AS
Knut Trellevik
Trellevik@steinsvik.no
www.steinsvik.no

Danny Eveleigh
danny.eveleigh@eastchem.ca
www.eastchem.ca

Wanda Cuff Young
wanda@workglobalcanada.com
www.workglobalcanada.com

GRi Simulations Inc.
Michael Howley
Michael.howley@grisim.com
www.grisim.com

Brad Rodgers
brad.rodgers@amirix.com
www.realtimeaquaculture.com

Canadian Manufacturers
and Exporters
David Haire
david.haire@cme-mec.ca
cme-mec.ca

Craig Smith
craig.smith@vikingseatech.com
www.vikingseatech.com

Poseidon Ocean Systems Ltd.
Heather Clarke
heather@poseidonos.com
www.PoseidonOS.com

Aquacare Environment
Henning Gatz
info@aquacare.com
www.aquacare.com

Ramboll Norway AS
Geir Tevasvold
geir.tevasvold@ramboll.no

Interested in Becoming a Member of NAIA?
Contact Roberta Collier: BUS: 709-538-3454 • CEL: 709-538-7080 • Email: roberta@naia.ca.
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NAIA in the Community

T

he Iceberg Festival which is held on the Northern
Peninsula in St. Anthony, NL is an event that celebrates
food, entertainment, history and culture and is attended by
hundreds of visitors from inside and outside the province
each year.
One of the many events held in June included the “Come
Wine with Me” event which was held at the Lightkeepers
Seafood Restaurant. The menu, which consisted of local food
and seafood, featured NL organic mussels three ways: Thai
chili mussels, Mediterranean mussels, and mussels cooked
in NL Iceberg Beer with garlic and cream sauce. The event
was sponsored by NAIA and Badger Bay Mussel Farms/Iceberg
Select. Approximately sixty guests enjoyed their evening
dining experience sampling the best mussels in the world
while watching icebergs as far as the eye could see.

Chef Watson getting ready to serve up some Iceberg Select
mussels at the Lightkeepers Seafood Restaurant in St Anthony,
NL.

provided compliments of Western Brewing Company, and the
Newfoundland Aquaculture Industry Association.
By: Sheldon Peddle, Executive Director, ACAP Humber Arm

T

he theme of World Oceans Day 2017 was “Our Oceans,
Our Future”.

On June 8, World Ocean Day was celebrated in western
Newfoundland. An evening reception was held in Corner Brook
featuring guest speakers Steve Crocker, former Minister of
Fisheries and Land Resources, and Dr. Brett Favaro of Marine
Institute of MUN. Minister Steve Crocker spoke on the importance of the fisheries and aquaculture to provincial culture and
economy, both now and as growth sectors. Dr. Brett Favaro
spoke on his recently released book, “The Carbon Code”, connecting the issue of climate change to the health of our oceans.
A giant Artic seafloor map was also on display for attendees
to explore, and blue mussels, snacks and refreshments were

The blue mussels that were provided by NAIA were a great hit!
Fall 2017

This year’s celebration was organized by ACAP Humber
Arm in partnership with WWF Canada, Newfoundland
and Labrador Department of Fisheries and Land Resources,
Newfoundland Aquaculture Industry Association, Nortrax,
Marine Institute, Fisheries and Oceans Canada, City of Corner
Brook, Qalipu First Nations, and the Canadian Museum of
Nature.

World Oceans Day At Marine Institute
Marine Institute also celebrated World Oceans Day on
Saturday, June 3 and the public was invited to join them for
interactive and educational activities related to our oceans and
fisheries including learn how to split a fish, age a seal, touch a
sea cucumber or pilot an underwater remotely operated vehicle,
explore a fisheries patrol boat or listen to the sounds of whales
communicating and much more.

Students in Corner Brook had an opportunity to join in on
deep sea animal stretches during the World Oceans Day. Photo
courtesy of Georgina Martin.

Aquaculture: An Ocean of Potential
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COMMUNITY EVENTS continued

N

AIA was happy to support the first Perfectly Centered
Culinary Festival at the Joe Byrne Memorial Stadium in
Grand Falls-Windsor, NL on August 5th. The sold-out event,
with approximately 650 in attendance, was hosted by the town
in partnership with Grand Toyota, and was organized by Chef
Roary MacPherson, Team Lead Chef and winner of Chopped
Chef Canada. It was a “grazing event” filled with tasting unique
gourmet dishes while listening to beautiful NL music and
laughing with comedian Shaun Majumder.

Grand Falls Windsor Native Gordon Pinsent was the guest speaker
at this years Annual Grand Toyota Exploits Salmon Festival dinner.

Exploits Valley Salmon Festival Salmon Dinner

N

AIA Board of Directors and staff participated in the 33rd
Annual Grand Toyota Exploits Valley Salmon Festival
salmon dinner that took place in Grand Falls – Windsor on July
13th. Chef Roary Macpherson and other top NL chefs served
up a lovely five-course dinner which featured Atlantic salmon
from Northern Harvest Sea Farms, and Norlantic Processors
blue mussels farmed nearby in Point Leamington, NL. The
sold-out culinary event has become a not-to be missed event
during the Salmon Festival festivities. The guest speaker for the
evening was native of Grand Falls Windsor, Gordon Pinsent.

Annual Food Day Canada event held in Grand
Falls-Windsor, NL

Guests enjoying their delicious blue mussels from Sunrise Fish
Farms.
16

L - R Laura Halfyard of Sunrise Fish Farms with Chef Allan Milley
in their booth during the Food Day Canada event.

Laura Halfyard, General Manager of Sunrise Fish Farms
Inc. and Chef Allan Milley of Grand Falls Windsor hosted
one of nine food and beverage stations to promote and serve
delicious NL organic blue mussels. Says Laura, “Chef Milley
prepared a beautiful Thai curry coconut pineapple cream sauce
dish … it was a hit with everyone! Many people wanted the
recipe, asked where our NL mussel farms were located and
what it meant to be organic certified. It was a valuable time
to let Canadian chefs and local people know more about our
salmon and mussel farming industry in the province.”
Other stations included dish creations from top chefs (e.g.
well-known Canadian chefs John Higgins and Anne
Yarymowich, Toronto deli owner Zane Caplansky, St. John’s
chef Jeremy Charles of Raymonds, Niagara-based Chef Craig
Youdale, GFW Chefs Peter Butler and Allan Milley) across the
province and Canada (AB, ON, QC, NB, PEI). This culinary
event was the largest Food Day Canada event of its kind in NL,
and we hope it will become an annual event to celebrate the
delicious agriculture and seafood available in NL and Canada.

Aquaculture: An Ocean of Potential
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AQUANOR 2017

n August, Mark Lane, Darrell Green, and Cyr Couturier
of NAIA, travelled to Norway with 50 other delegates from
across Canada to take part in the Atlantic Canada Fish Farmers
Association (ACFFA) mission to AquaNor. The Newfoundland
contingent enjoyed learning about the global aquaculture industry, took part in aquaculture tours and attended AquaNor 2017.

Industry technical tours included: an advanced salmon
hatchery which produces 14 million fish per year with 98 percent water reuse; a highly automated salmon processing plant
capable of processing up to 120 fish per minute; a “thermolicer” well boat set up to use warm water to remove sea lice
from salmon at a rate of up to 120 tonnes of salmon per hour;
a modern salmon cage site with 1.4 million fish and 2 feed

barges; an innovative ocean-based rigid tank design that was
trialled this past year for rearing salmon smolt to 1200 g before
stocking to sea cages.
At the AquaNor show there were displays of the latest technology for salmon farming. These included the most modern
feeding systems, the latest feed barges, improved underwater
cameras, new net designs, new ensililng systems, certification
and engineering services, novel management systems and new
products for sea lice treatment using technology such as desalinization and ultrasound. This year the show had 600 exhibitors
and a chart breaking 27,000 visitors with overall representation
from 71 countries.

NAIA staff visited a prototype installation of Aquafarm Equipment’s Neptune tank which had been
trialled by Marine Harvest.

Egersund Net's innovative
cone shaped smolt net to be
placed inside a regular salmon
cage and removed once fish
are big enough.

FOUNDLAND

NEW

Fall 2017
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Cold Harvest 2017

24th Annual Conference and Trade Show
Quality Hotel & Suites, Gander, NL, Canada • Sept. 26th-28th

Aquaculture: An Ocean of Potential

KEYNOTE SPEAKER PROFILES

Keynote Speaker: Kim McConnell, CEO AdFarm

K

Session Title: Enhancing Public Trust in a Dynamic & Changing World

im McConnell is founder and former CEO of AdFarm, one of the largest agricultural marketing communications
firms in North America. Over the years, Kim has led national and international brand and marketing assignments
for many respected companies including Farm Credit Canada, Dow AgroSciences, Bayer CropScience, RBC Royal Bank
and McDonald’s Restaurants. He has been the catalyst behind many major industry ventures including an initiative to
build greater public trust in food and farming.
Kim is also the recipient of many national business awards including ‘Agri-Marketer of the Year’ and the Canadian
Youth Business Foundation “Mentor of the Year”. In 2012 he was inducted into the Canadian Agricultural Hall of
Fame. And in 2017 he was appointed to the Order of Canada, Canada’s highest civilian award.
Kim remains involved with AdFarm and is also a director on a number of corporate and volunteer boards including
Calgary Stampede Foundation and 4-H Canada. Kim and his family live on an acreage on the edge of Calgary. Kim is
passionate about agriculture, food, youth and the entrepreneurial spirit.

DELEGATE LUNCHEON
Tickets required in advance. Lunch Featuring Baked Lasagna, Caesar Salad and Garlic Toast

Thursday, Sept 28th, 12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Keynote Speaker: Ragnar Thorarinsson, Technical Services
Manager, Aqua Vaccines Europe, Elanco Animal Health

R

Session Title: New field diagnostic tool confirms Moritella viscosa
as the dominant cause of winter-ulcer disease in Norway

agnar Thorarinsson is a native of Iceland. Ragnar studied in the United States and finished his undergraduate
studies in marine biotechnology at State University of New York in 1984 and in marine sciences at the University
of South Carolina in 1986. Ragnar finished his M.Sc. at the School of Fisheries, University of Washington in Seattle
in 1990 in fish diseases and immunology. He joined the fish vaccine company Biomed Inc. in Seattle that same year
and managed the company’s Norwegian office from 1993. After a merger in 1995, Ragnar stayed with Alpharma,
Aquatic Animal Health Division, as their technical manager servicing numerous salmon producing countries for 8
years. In 2004, Ragnar was hired as the general manager at Bergen-based company Maripro which developed and
produced live-feed replacement feeds for marine fish larvae. In 2007, Ragnar joined Norwegian Food Safety Authorities in Bergen as a senior fish health advisor, first at regional level and from 2009 at a national level. Ragnar has
since 2011 been working for the Aqua group of Elanco Animal Health based in Bergen, Norway as the Technical Services Manager for the company’s fish vaccines in
Europe.

SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR COLD HARVEST 2017 PROGRAM AND ORGANIZING COMMITTEES!
Chris Hendry – Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Cyr Couturier – Marine Institute of MUN, Jennifer Caines – Northern Harvest
Sea Farms, Laura Halfyard – Sunrise Fish Farms, Paul James – Department of Fisheries and Land Resources, Gail Hoskins
– Department of Tourism, Culture, Industry and Innovation, Allison Kendall – SIMCorp Marine Environmental, Jillian
Westcott – Marine Institute of MUN and NAIA staff: Mark Lane, Darrell Green, Roberta Collier and Jackie Richards.

SEE CONFERENCE INSERT FOR THE COLD HARVEST 2017 PROGRAM AND HIGHLIGHTS
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2017 EXHIBITOR PROFILES
Entreprises Shippagan Ltée
Exhibitor: Jonathan Gagné

Booth #1

Your One Stop Wholesale Distributor
Entreprises Shippagan Ltée has established itself as one of the major
wholesale distributors to the commercial fishing, aquaculture, and marine
industries in Canada. From its inception in 1977, as a supplier to local
fishermen, it has continued to grow thanks to the support from clients in
fishing communities from the western shores of British Columbia to the
eastern shores of Newfoundland and Labrador. Established in 2000, Sea
Alex Inc specializes in products geared to the aquaculture industry’s unique
needs, providing and manufacturing products used for the growing, and
cultivating of oysters, mussels, scallops, finfish, and other aquacultural
species. In 2009, they expanded on this, and introduced the Sea Alex
Buoy brand to the industry. These HDPE plastic buoys are defined by their
superior quality, and exclusive customization features.
Sandale Utility Supplies - Division of EMCO Waterworks  Booth # 2
Exhibitor: Kirk Stokes
The core of Sandale/ Emco’s High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) group was
formed when Emco Corporation acquired Sandale Utility Products in 2003.
Sandale was originally established in 1990 as a supplier of polyethylene
pipe and fittings to the natural gas market. Originally located in Ontario,
Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Alberta, we’ve expanded into
multiple locations across Canada and the USA. The Canadian Aquaculture Sector remains a strong market segment for Sandale Polyethylene
Products, in particular, our Newfoundland and Labrador location, in which
we consistently supply quality HDPE to Atlantic Canada for construction of
salmon cages. Our Expertise is in HDPE Aquaculture Cage Piping, Feed Pipe,
Hatchery Piping, Factory Certified HDPE Fusion Training.
Aqualine AS
Exhibitor: Anita Gronning Harstad

Booth #3

Since 1980, Aqualine has delivered cages to the aquaculture industry in the
toughest and most demanding maritime areas of the world. We now supply
complete net cage systems with marine engineering, cage, cage net and
mooring equipment. Each is component is individually assembled. In addition,
Aqualine have a service station that performs all types of net cage service.
In 2013, we launched our revolutionary escape proof net concept, Aqualine
Midgard® System which is an integrated net cage and distension system
where the sinker tube is hanging directly in the net cage. A new winching
system lifts and lowers the whole sinker tube in an easy and safe way. The
system is now used in Norway, Scotland and at the Faroe Islands.
Our equipment is designed to withstand the most exposed weather conditions
Fall 2017

and is certified according to the NS9415 standard. Over the last 3 decades,
Aqualine fish farming equipment has proven its strength and quality worldwide.
Hoskin Scientific Ltd.
Exhibitor: Jennie Gouthro

Booth #4

Hoskin Scientific has been supplying testing and monitoring instrumentation to the Canadian market for over 70 years. Our Environmental department provides everything from systems integration services, water quality,
oceanography and aquaculture, to meteorology, hydrology, indoor air
quality, soil science, and plant science. We provide solutions for monitoring and sampling biological and chemical parameters in the environment.
Hoskin Scientific can equip you to collect the data you need for your project
whether through a purchase or rental.
Each office across Canada has sales and service staff readily available to assist you in choosing the right product and having equipment or instrumentation serviced. To find out more about Hoskin Scientific, visit our website
today: www.hoskin.ca
AKVA Group
Exhibitor: Keith Richford

Booth #5

Your Aquaculture Technology and Service Partner
AKVA group is a leading technology and service partner to the aquaculture industry worldwide. AKVA group is a unique partner with the capability to offer both cage farming and land based aquaculture operations with
complete technical solutions and service.
The company holds strong, well-known brand names and the product
line range from feed barges, steel & plastic cages, feed systems, monofilament nets, net cleaning, underwater lights, feed cameras, environmental
sensors, production and process control software, workboats, recirculation
systems to PE piping etc.
Partnering with AKVA group allows customers to keep their focus on fine
tuning operations to increase profitability, while sharing the technical load
with a reliable partner with the right people, the right technology and the
right knowledge to achieve excellence.
Marine Institute of Memorial University
Exhibitors: Craig Parsons and Keith Rideout

Booth #6

The Fisheries and Marine Institute of Memorial University is the most
comprehensive educational institute dedicated to oceans related education
and research in Canada. Programs range from industry certification to post-
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EXHIBITOR PROFILES continued

graduate level training over a broad range of disciplines, including fisheries
and aquaculture, nautical science and engineering, maritime safety, ocean
technology, and marine environmental studies. A range of programs to
support sustainable aquaculture are offered, including on the job training, community-based workshops and certification, graduate diplomas in
sustainable aquaculture, food safety, water quality and coastal and ocean
management, and an MSc aquaculture (only thesis based program of its
type in Canada). Applied research in the areas of aquaculture production,
marine bioprocessing, sustainable systems design, aquaponics, feed development, marine parasite control, food processing and development, environmental monitoring and mitigation are incorporated into the curriculum
at all levels, to engage students more fully. The research and education programs are complemented by state-of-the-art facilities in flow through and
recirculatory systems, marine bioprocessing, food development plant, the
world’s largest flume tank, and a suite of analytical laboratories for sample
analyses. Put your degree to work, join the exciting world of sustainable
aquaculture to enhance sustainable livelyhoods around the globe.

AIMS Ltd.
Exhibitor: Martin Gibbons

Workplace NL
Exhibitor: Janet Hancock

Steinsvik has specialized in delivering products and solutions to aquaculture, maritime industries and the oil and gas industry. We have more than
25 years of experience in developing innovative and robust solutions that
will withstand the rigors of time. All of our products are made to work year
after year in demanding environments.
We are headquartered in Norway and have several departments along
the Norwegian coast. In addition, you will also find us in Scotland, Chile,
Vietnam, Canada, Oceania and Estonia. We are also represented in Turkey,
on Iceland, and on the Faroe Islands.
Steinsvik Canada was established in 2014 and our offices are located in
Campbell River on the west coast and St. Stephen NB on the east coast
(hosting a total of 19 employees). Many of our employees have a background from fish farming and know our customers’ needs which we believe
is very important. Canada is one of Steinsvik’s growing markets and our
local offices will ensure a high service level in the years to come.
Steinsvik is one of the world’s largest suppliers to the aquaculture industry
with a diverse product range including; barges, feeding systems, camera
systems, delicing equipment, software, remote operation solutions, water
engineering and more.

Booth #7

Serving approximately 13,000 injured workers and 19,000 employers,
WorkplaceNL administers an employer-funded, no-fault insurance system
that promotes safe and healthy workplaces, provides return-to-work programs and offers fair compensation to injured workers and their dependents.
I.A.S. Products Ltd. 
Exhibitors: Lionel Linke and Tim Langdon

Booth #9

Incorporated in 1987, IAS Products Ltd. is located in North Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. The IAS team offers our clients a broad knowledge base resource.
Our expertise covers the areas of materials handling and systems integration and
includes such specialty as underwater camera imagery, sonar, wireless signal
transmission and control, underwater lighting, mechanical systems and power
management, electronic circuitry design and integration, information networking,
and image recognition software.

Electric Motor and Pump
Exhibitor: Wayne Petley

Booth #10

Electric Motor & Pump - Supply & Service of Quality Aquaculture Equipment
• Marine/Aquaculture Pumping and Filtration Equipment
• Lobster and Shellfish Holding Systems (flow through/closed/semi-closed)
• Specialty Custom Packaged Pump and Filter Systems
• Condensate and Boiler Feed Systems
• Sewage Lift Stations
• Custom Control Systems With SCADA Communication
• Packaged Booster Systems
20

Booth #12

AIMS Limited is a Newfoundland and Labrador owned and operated company which was in-corporated in 1984. We conduct business from our own
10,000 sq. office/warehouse building located in Donovan’s Business Park,
Mount Pearl, NL with an in house staff of 14 people.
Over the years we have developed into one of the leading companies in
Material Handling Equipment. With product lines covering forklifts to
castors, racking/shelving systems to storage bins, insulated and tote boxes,
just to name a few. In addition we deal extensively in the supply and
service of overhead sectional doors, both residen¬tial and commercial,
specialty doors, and dock equipment.
We have assembled a great team of highly qualified people and have built
our reputation on quality products, service and fair competitive pricing.
Steinsvik Canada Inc.
Exhibitor: Blair Billard

Booth #13

Polysteele Atlantic
Exhibitor: Donnie Maclean

Booth #14

Polysteel Atlantic and East Coast Rope are manufacturers of high tensile
strength three strand synthetic rope, with production capabilities in excess
of 6,000,000 lbs per year. With 2 production facilities in Sydney, NS and
warehouse facilities in Vancouver, BC, we have been successfully serving all areas of the aquaculture industry for 25 years. Diameters range
from 5mm to 48mm in both floating and sinking varieties. Our focus is to
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provide flexibility in meeting unique customer requirements and ensuring
production of a product line which demonstrates a consistently high level
of performance.

Cargill Aqua Nutrition Canada / EWOS Feeds
Exhibitor: Braden Hatt

Booth #18

The Aquaculture, Biotechnology and Aquatic Animal Health Section is
within the Aquatic Resources Division of the Science Branch of Fisheries
and Oceans Canada, Newfoundland and Labrador Region. The section has a
team of scientists, biologists, technicians and graduate students who conduct research on aquaculture and biotechnology related issues. The section
is stationed at the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Centre located in St. John’s.
Scientific investigations conducted in the section are directed toward
providing information and advice to the aquaculture industry through
research and development projects and input into regulatory needs and
support for the industry as a whole.

Connecting Excellence. Delivering Success. With over 80 years of experience, EWOS feeds are formulated to provide optimum fish health while
helping our customer achieve their production goals. This expertise,
combined with our service excellence and Cargill’s more than 100 years
of experience in animal nutrition solutions, ensures customers receive
high quality, nutritionally-sound feeds that are backed by global feed and
ingredient research. These nutrition solutions include a range of functional
feed additives that support fish health during environmental, production
and life stage challenges. The secret to our success is helping our customers
achieve theirs.
EWOS feeds demonstrate food safety, traceability and sustainable sourcing
through certification to these global standards: ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO
22000, OHSAS 18001, Best Aquaculture Practices (BAP), GlobalG.A.P. and
Canadian Organic Aquaculture.

Aqua Production Systems
Exhibitor: Ryan Mackay and Jerome Wilson

Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems 
Exhibitor: Constance Beaulaton

Fisheries & Oceans Canada - Aquaculture Branch
Exhibitor: Sharon Kenny

Booth #15

Booth #16

Aqua Production Systems is an engineering company who does consulting, design, project management, and heating and cooling systems for the
fishing industry who identifies needs of lobster pounds and fish hatcheries. Aqua Production Systems solves the problem of mortality during the
holding phase and in shipping lobster live to markets around the world.
With our new tank systems or complete retrofits, we can guarantee zero
mortality claims for lobster shipped from our holding tanks. We work with
clients to discuss what existing processes are working well and what needs
improvement. Such topics discussed are water quality, waste-water treatment systems, oxygen levels, aeration, bacteria levels, energy consumption, refrigeration efficiency, and worker ergonomics. Aqua Production
Systems uses a system called The Clean Plate, The Clean Plate uses Iodine
infusion to help clean and keep your Heat Exchanger maintenance free.
Realtime Aquaculture (division of Amirix Systems)
Exhibitor: Brad Rodgers

Booth #17

At Realtime Aquaculture, we make aquaculture better by enabling aquatic
measurement driven by technology that is simple to use, reliable, accessible and precise. Our technology was born from the need of local farmers
seeking an ability to have a better sense of ever-changing water conditions
on their fish farms. The fluctuating temperature and O2 levels of the open
water are a constant stress point to both fish and fish farmers.
Our rugged wireless sensors and centralized hub enables real time
continuous monitoring of open water fish farm conditions including water
temperatures and oxygen levels.
For more information, visit www.realtimeaquaculture.com

Booth #19

Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems, Inc. is the largest source of aquatic products
and systems worldwide. PAES offers solutions and expertise to improve
growing conditions in any environment from recirculating aquaculture
systems to improving water conditions in pens. Pentair AES can help you
improve results in any part of the growing cycle. As pioneers in the industry
who earned their knowledge by running operations of their own, we provide the best possible solutions for aquaculture facilities, from hatcheries to
grow-out and everything in between.
Skretting Canada East 
Exhibitor: Steve Backman and Gavin Shaw

Booth #21

Skretting is the global leader in providing innovative and sustainable nutritional solutions for the aquaculture industry. We deliver outstanding feeds
and services for sustainable production of over 60 fish species.
Skretting’s mission: ‘Feeding the Future’ by helping to satisfy the world’s
rising food needs through responsible aquaculture. Seek innovative ways to
increase the efficiency and nutritional value of our products and reduce our
environmental footprint.
Our recent innovations have included salmonid feeds formulated completely free of fishmeal while delivering equal performance in terms of
fish growth and health. These breakthrough products follow 25 years of
progressive research.
Our commitment to the environment is reflected in Nuterra, our global sustainability program, designed to ensure we live up to our responsibilities.

CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
Fall 2017
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EXHIBITOR PROFILES continued
Eastchem Inc. 
Exhibitor: Danny Eveleigh

Booth #22

For nearly 40 years Eastchem (NL) Inc. has been providing products and
expertise for all your chemical and sanitation needs. With products for
Sanitation, Hatchery, Blood Water, Organic Production, and Biosecurity, we
can service and supply all aspects of your aquaculture operations.
Eastchem is also the exclusive Newfoundland distributor for the Sani Marc
Group. The Sani Marc Group is the largest manufacturer and distributor
of specialty cleaning and sanitation products for the Food and Beverage
market in Canada.
Sani Marc offers a proactive approach with a high level of service combined
with industry leading Products, CEPS+ Software, Engineering, Technical
Services and Support. Sani Marc works in partnership with local, regional
and national food processors to ensure expertise in cleaning and sanitation
solutions to optimize food safety and total operational efficiencies with
measurable results.
Grand Bank Development Corporation 
Exhibitor: Conrad Collier

Booth #23

The Grand Bank Development Corporation (GBDC) was established in 1991
with a mandate to diversify the economy of the Town of Grand Bank after
the collapse of the deep sea fishery. The GBDC is responsible for the attraction of new investment to the town through promoting Grand Bank and
the surrounding area in the local, national and international markets as a
place to do business.

Our Mission: To diversify the economy of the Town of Grand Bank through
the attraction of new investment and businesses, expansion of existing
operations and encouraging export development by offering programs and
services that are client driven.
• Financial Incentives
• Low interest term loans, loan guarantees, equity financing, and bridge
financing.
• Flexible repayment terms.
• Access to other financial programs and services.
Department of Fisheries & Land Resources 
Exhibitors: Rhonda Brennan and Steve Moyse

Booth #24

Newfoundland and Labrador’s Department of Fisheries and Land Resources
offers a full suite of services to support the aquaculture industry. As the
primary contact for aquaculture operators, the department:
Works with industry at all stages of development;
Conducts environmental and biological monitoring of the finfish and
shellfish sectors;
Provides a comprehensive aquatic animal health surveillance and biosecurity program for industry;
Collaborates with industry and other stakeholders to identify industry
development priorities; and,
Works with provincial and federal agencies to promote effective governance of the aquaculture industry.
Visit our booth to speak to one of our friendly staff members!

Important Information For Conference Delegates
NAIA REGISTRATION DESK

(Mezzanine area)
Tuesday, Sept 26: 		
4:00 pm – 8:00 pm
Wednesday, Sept 27: 		
9:00 am - 12:00 pm & 2:00 5:00 pm (Closed for NAIA AGM)
Thursday, Sept 28: 		
8:30 am – 12:00 pm

TRADE SHOW EXHIBITS

All nutrition breaks will take place in the Trade Show area
in Salon BCD. Please show your support by visiting this area
during the breaks. Exhibit spaces must be completely cleared
by 3:30 pm on Thurs., Sept 28 to prepare for the Aquaculture
Banquet.
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JOE BROWN SILENT AUCTION FUNDRAISER

The Joe Brown Silent Auction will take place in the trade show
area during the Opening Reception and run until Thursday
evening. All proceeds raised goes towards aquaculture student
scholarships, bursaries, travel awards, etc.
Payments and pick ups are required immediately following the
banquet at the registration desk. Anyone wishing to donate
an auction item can drop it off at the registration desk. All
items are sincerely appreciated.

SOCIAL EVENT - TASTE THE ATLANTIC (

(Salon A)
Join us on Wednesday evening, Sept 27th at Quality Hotel
& Suites for a seafood and beverage pairing featuring NL
blue mussels and Atlantic salmon with local beers featuring
Certified Cicerone Tom Beckett and Chef Watson. Tickets
must be purchased in advance – available at registration.
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T

NAIA Post-Secondary
Scholarship Competition

he Newfoundland Aquaculture Industry Association
(NAIA) is pleased to announce the winners of its 5th
Annual Scholarship for graduating students from high schools
in Newfoundland and Labrador. The competition was held
in the spring/summer across the province and a number of
submissions were received.

Two scholarships, valued at $500 and $250, will be awarded
to students pursuing a post-secondary education in marine
or aquatic related studies. (sustainable aquaculture, marine
biology, marine environment technology, ecology, nautical
science, engineering, etc.)
The first place winner is Joshua Williams who attended
Crescent Collegiate in Blaketown, NL. Joshua will be awarded a
$500 scholarship towards his entrance to Marine Institute of NL
in the fall of 2017.
The second place winner is Mia Francis of who attended St.
James Regional High School in Port Aux Basques, NL. Mia
will be awarded a $250 scholarship towards her entrance to
the University of New Brunswick in the fall of 2017. Special
thanks to all other candidates for their contributions.
This annual scholarship competition for high school graduating students is made available with proceeds raised at the
Joe Brown Silent Auction during the NAIA Conference &
Trade Show. Congratulations to all!

Bringing quality and good health to your kitchen
Sales Office: 2 Salar Ct., St. George, NB, 506-755-8185
Newfoundland Office: 183 Main St., St. Alban’s, NL, 709-538-3231
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Provincial Fisheries Advisory Council Holds
Productive First Meeting in August

The Provincial Fisheries Advisory Council at their first meeting in
St. John’s, NL.

T

he Fisheries Advisory Council was established to provide
policy advice to the provincial Minister of Fisheries, Forestry
and Agrifoods on strategic fisheries issues to support a sustainable
and viable fishing industry.
The council will seek expertise from representative stakeholders, through their knowledge and understanding of the
fishing industry with representation from all sectors, including
the Fish, Food and Allied Workers, the Association of Seafood

Producers, Seafood Processors of Newfoundland and Labrador, the
Newfoundland and Labrador Aquaculture Industry Association,
the Marine Institute and the general public. The federal department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada is also represented on the
council with an ex-officio member.
“Today’s first meeting of the provincial Fisheries Advisory Council
marked an important milestone for reinvigorating Newfoundland
and Labrador’s seafood industry. We have weathered challenges and
change before in this province, and we will do so again by coming
together to develop a new strategy that responds to declining shellfish stocks with an industry-wide shift to rebounding groundfish
resources.”
~ Honourable Gerry Byrne, Minister of Fisheries and
Land Resources
“It is a distinct privilege for me, and the members of the Fisheries
Advisory Council, to have the opportunity to participate in the
development of policies and strategies to achieve the maximum
benefits for the province of Newfoundland and Labrador in the
anticipated transition to a predominantly groundfish fishery.”
~ Bill Wells, Chair, Fisheries Advisory Council

THE ONLY STOP YOU NEED FOR ALL YOUR WATER AND SEWER NEEDS.
* HDPE Pipe * Water and Sewer Pipe
*Fusion Equipment Rentals * Hydrant Maintenance
* Valve Insertion
Toll Free: 1-800-563-9667
Tel: 709-747-2626
Fax: 709-747-262318
Bruce Street Mt. Pearl, NL A1N 4T4
www.emcowaterworks.com
Fall 2017
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Another round of successful shoreline
clean ups completed!

M

arine debris is human-created waste that has been
deliberately or accidently put into an ocean or waterway. This has been a growing concern especially with the
rising use of non-biodegradable man-made plastics and other
objects making their way into the marine ecosystems. This
debris is a serious

All in a days work! Kendra Caines, Jennifer Caines, Chelsea Mackey
and Christina Murphy at the Harbour Breton shoreline clean up.

The organic blue mussels were a great treat in Conne River.

threat to marine life such as seabirds and sea turtles as they
ingest or get caught up in this debris which can ultimately
lead to their death. Many individuals are not aware that litter
on the land can end up as marine debris as the wind tends
to blow the debris into the waterways. Marine debris is particularly abundant on shorelines as windblown debris, debris
from storms, and litter from boats all gets washed into shore
with the tides.
Aquaculture production in the Coast of Bays has continued to rise and as stewards of the sea, we rely upon the sea
and a pristine environment to grow premium product. This
summer, NAIA, in partnership with the Conservation Corps
NL, and our industry partners: Cooke Aquaculture/Cold
Ocean Salmon/GMG, Northern Harvest Sea Farms, Nova Fish
Farms, Marine Harvest, and SIMCorp Marine Environmental,
together with municipal stakeholders completed eight shoreline clean ups in the following communities: Harbour Breton,
Miawpukek First Nation, Morrisville, St. Alban’s, Hermitage
- Sandyville, Milltown Head of Bay d’Espoir, Gaultois and
St. Joseph’s Cove.
During these events, volunteers were divided into groups
and assigned a certain area to clean. Following each clean up,
they then record the quantity and type of debris that is found
in their designated area. Once the tallies are calculated, it is
compared to the data from previous years to verify that our
clean up efforts are beneficial.
After eight very successful shoreline clean up events,
approximately 231 full bags, as well as some large debris, was
removed from our shorelines by 228 volunteers. According to
the feedback collected, most of debris was rope, plastics, and
various household waste (such as chip bags, pop cans, etc.).
They also recorded a large amount of large debris and unusual
items such as vehicle parts, metal, household and construction
material, and bicycles.

Hurricane Matthew swept away many household items in
Morrisville including this dress Kendra Caines is holding.
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In the past ten years, debris amounts have continued to
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decline but in the areas of high devastation due to Hurricane
Matthew in 2016, this year, we saw a slight increase in most
areas in the Coast of Bays. Moving forward, we hope to see the
levels return to normal, otherwise, we will need to evaluate
the reasons why it has increased.
“The organizers, sponsors, partners, participants, and volunteers of these shoreline cleanups are not only cleaning our
communities but bringing awareness to marine debris. Although
marine debris can’t be entirely preventable, such as that related
to Hurricane Matthew, the environmental and safety benefits of
the awareness of marine debris via these shoreline cleanups is
invaluable. The hard work of all involved is truly appreciated.”
~Mayor Jamie Leroux
“It’s always great to see the aquaculture industry working
with residents of Hermitage - Sandyville to help clean up our
local beaches and the environment. Great job by all! “
~Mayor Steve Crewe
The efforts of everyone involved has helped tremendously
in ensuring these events are a huge success each year. On
behalf of NAIA and our industry and community partners, we
would like to thank our many sponsors and volunteers. These
events would not have been possible without support from
the following organizations and local residents: Miawpukek
Band Council, Town of Gaultois, Town of Harbour Breton,
Town of Hermitage-Sandyville, Town of Milltown, Town
of Morrisville, Town of St. Alban’s, and Town of St. Josephs
Cove, Bay d’Espoir Community Youth Network, Cold Water
Fisheries, Conservation Corps NL, Cooke Aquaculture/Cold
Ocean Salmon/GMG, Department of Tourism, Culture,
Industry and Innovation, Department of Fisheries and Land
Resources, Elliot Premises, Harbour Breton Beautification
Committee, Harbour Breton CYN, Harbour Breton Knights of
Columbus, Harbour Breton Recreation Committee, Hermitage
Processing, Marine Harvest, Marvin’s Garage, MI Ocean
Net, Milltown Lion’s Club, Milltown-Head of Bay d’Espoir
Recreation, Morrisville Firehall, Newfoundland and Labrador
English School District, Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro,
Northern Harvest Sea Farms, Nova Fish Farms, SACCTV,
SIMCorp Marine Environmental, St. Alban’s Recreation,
Department of Tourism, Culture, Industry and Innovation,
and Transport Canada – Office of the Boating Safety.

Chelsea Mackey and Jennifer Caines even found old shoes on
the beach in Harbour Breton.

Mark Fowlow with the Milltown Recreation Committee found
everything but a kitchen sink. Photo courtesy of Alyssa Organ.

With your support, we have enriched our communities by
reducing the amount of marine debris on our shorelines and
raised awareness to help sustain our pristine environment.
We look forward to working again with you next year. Thank
you!
Fall 2017

Sonya Bellafontaine and family were vacationing back home
in Morrisville and generously lent a hand on their last day of
vacation.
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NAIA Guest Editor of the Journal
of Ocean Technology

N

AIA’s Research and Development Coordinator, Darrell
Green, recently had the honor of serving as Guest
Editor for the summer 2017 edition of the Journal of Ocean
Technology (JOT).

The Journal of Ocean Technology is a scientific peerreviewed periodical designed to cater to all segments of the
global ocean technology community. In addition to a number
of columns and special features, the JOT includes educational,
informative essays and peer-reviewed open access papers on
science, technology, and engineering. Each issue focuses on a
different theme within ocean technology such as sovereignty
and defence; energy; fisheries; marine transportation; biodiversity; environment, safety and security and aquaculture.

Canada, the United States and Norway.

The JOT is published quarterly by the Fisheries and Marine
Institute of Memorial University of Newfoundland and is distributed to buyers, suppliers, researchers, industry regulators
and other decision makers in 40+ countries around the globe.
www.thejot.net

GRAND BANK
DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION

This issue of the Journal focused on segments of the aquaculture sector where technology is relatively well developed;
it looked at aquaculture in industrialized countries such as

The Town of Grand Bank is strategically located to service
the aquaculture sector in the Coast of Bays & Placentia Bay

OUR MISSION

To diversify the economy of the Town of Grand Bank
through the attraction of new investment and businesses,
expansion of existing operations and encouraging export
development by offering programs and services that are
client driven.
Contact us to learn of our financial and non-financial
incentives along with our suite of service offerings.
Conrad Collier, Economic Development Officer
Grand Bank Development Corporation
3 Church Street
P.O. Box 430
Grand Bank, NL Canada A0E 1W0
Tel: 709-832-3235
Fax: 709-832-3225
Toll Free: 1-877-832-3235
E-mail: conrad@gbdc.ca
URL: www.gbdc.ca
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Cooking with Chef Steve Watson - Agropur

Pan seared Newfoundland Atlantic salmon medallions with pearl onions & oranges
Ingredients:
6 x 5 oz. Atlantic salmon fillets (skinless)
1 lg. orange, peeled and sliced
1 cup peeled pearl onions
1½ tbsp. olive oil
1½ tbsp. chopped fresh dill
½ cup orange juice
1½ tbsp. fresh lemon juice
Additional unpeeled orange slices for garnish

Directions:
Mix the orange juice and lemon juice with the fresh dill in a
bowl. Preheat the skillet. Sauté the pearl onions in olive oil
until golden brown and remove from pan. Season the Atlantic
salmon portions with salt and pepper and pan sear on one
side for 4 minutes, then turn. Add sautéed pearl onions, peeled
orange slices, mixed juices and dill and cook until opaque in
the middle. Transfer the salmon to the platter and pour the
orange sauce over the top. Garnish with additional orange
slices. Enjoy!

This beautiful dish will be featured on One Chef One Critic
Season 10. Photo credit Karl Wells.

C

hef Steve Watson served as an apprentice in London,
and worked in Scotland, Belgium, France and Germany
before moving to Canada in 1977 to study North American
cooking. He taught culinary arts at the Cambrian college in
Sudbury, ON before joining the Canadian Pacific Hotels
chain in 1988. He is currently a Territory Sales Manager and
Executive Chef with Agropur. He’s also a devoted family man,
a dedicated employee, and a prominent member of the local
community. Steve epitomizes the definition of a volunteer,
and spends countless hours giving back to the people of a
province he now calls home.

Fall 2017
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A Closer Look at
Student Research

Prevention of Biofouling in the
Aquaculture Industry

By: Ashley Bungay, Fisheries and Marine Institute of Memorial University of Newfoundland/ Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Cynthia H.
Mckenzie, Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Kyle Matheson, Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Erika F. Merschrod S., Memorial University of NL
and Cyr Couturier, Fisheries and Marine Institute of Memorial University of NL

Traditionally, antifouling coatings have been used by
marine industries to prevent excess fouling, and one is
common in the aquaculture industry. Some coatings including self-polishing copolymer paints contain biocides, which
is usually copper, while other coatings rely on physical properties such as smooth surfaces, to prevent attachment or
organisms (i.e. foul-release coatings). Before its ban in 2008
tin based coatings where used to combat biofouling but due
to its toxicity to non-target species it is no longer used, therefore new coatings are being developed which are less toxic
to aquatic organisms.
Ashley using light box.

B

iofouling, which is the unwanted growth of aquatic
organisms on submerged surfaces, can impact the
aquaculture industry. Fouling by vase tunicates (Cionas
intestinalis) in PEI requires significant amount of time and
labor to remove and may result in lower yields. Finfish cage
structures, netting and rope and other gear can foul with
unwanted growth, which can cause physical damage to
infrastructure and prevent exchange of water, subsequently
making a stressful environment for the aquaculture species.
In shellfish aquaculture fouling organisms, such as invasive
tunicates, can attach and grow directly on the farmed species
and prevent shellfish from getting oxygen and food, which can
cause slower growth of the shellfish and increase processing
costs to remove the fouling organisms.

A

There are three different invasive tunicate species in
Newfoundland, which are found at the four sites that were
studies. Eleven different types of paints were used in this
study, four of these coatings were cuprous (copper) compounds as biocide agents, three paints used zinc as a biocide,
two were foul-release coatings and two were non-antifouling
marine paints. Wood was used as a control to determine the
growth, as percent coverage, of biofouling to the surfaces.
From preliminary data paints which contain biocides
appeared to prevent the growth of different fouling organisms
better than other coatings, while non-antifouling marine
paints did no prevent the growth biofouling organisms. Of
the two foul-release coatings used there was a difference in
the effectiveness, and surface topography data using scanning
electron microscopy explained these differences.

shley Bungay completed a BSc. from Memorial University of Newfoundland with a major in chemistry and a minor
in mathematics. She completed an Advanced Diploma in Sustainable Aquaculture from the Marine Institute in St.
John’s Newfoundland. Ashley then completed a work term with Fisheries and Oceans Canada where she was introduced to
and became interested in aquatic invasive species and biofouling. She is now completing a Master’s degree in Aquaculture at
Memorial University of Newfoundland, examining techniques to prevent accumulation of biofouling and subsequent spread
of invasive species to aquaculture sites in Newfoundland. (Supervisors C. McKenzie and C. Couturier)
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NL Seafood Attracts Interest From China

F

or a week in July, NAIA, in partnership with Atlantic
Canada Business Network (ACBN), hosted an inbound
trade mission from China. The delegation was composed of
high profiled buyers, brokers and distributors of seafood for
the markets in China and Japan.
Having landed in Deer Lake the delegation spent their first
day in Newfoundland and Labrador touring Allen’s Fisheries
operated by Barry Group of Companies in Benoit’s Cove,
followed by a tour of Badger Bay Mussel farm sites in Triton
with owner Juan Roberts.
The following day the delegation toured farm sites and
the salmon processing facility in Hermitage with Cooke
Aquaculture Production Manager Sheldon George. Having
seen the farms first-hand the participants gained a better
understanding of the farming practices that are employed to
produce high quality salmon in the North Atlantic.
As we often cooperate with our colleagues in the wild fishery
and to reciprocate the generous hospitality recently shown to
us while on a technological mission in Maniitsoq, Greenland
we offered Royal Greenland to have the delegation to tour
their shrimp and crab processing facility in Old Perlican. The
participants were highly impressed with the modernization
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of the facility and the high quality products produced there.
On their final day in the Province, NAIA hosted an Export
Café at the Delta Hotel in St. John’s. This event was made
available to any companies in this provinces wild harvest or
aquaculture seafood production looking to expand markets in
Asia. Local companies were represented by Green Seafoods,
Whitecap, Serena and Labrador Gem. Each of the participating companies felt the event was a success to increase trade.
In the afternoon, Brian McNamara, President of Newfound
Resources Ltd led a tour of the newly launched Newfoundland
Victor; the world’s first green shrimp vessel. The new vessel was
formally listed as a clean ship under the National Classifications
Society and was the first environmentally friendly fishing vessel
in Canada. In order to become what’s called a clean ship,
Newfound Resources had to obtain a certification proving it
to be a high-tech and energy efficient vessel.
Overall, the mission was a success. Through providing an
opportunity to gain knowledge of our seafood industry firsthand to large scale buyers from China we enabled the formation
of friendships, partnerships and subsequently increased trade
opportunities in an expanding Asian market.
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NAIA Investigates Trends in Cod Grow Out
By: Susan Vatcher, Consultant and Darrell Green, Newfoundland Aquaculture Industry Association

I

n support of efforts to increase the value of Atlantic cod to
the NL seafood industry (fishers, aquaculturists and processors) the Newfoundland Aquaculture Industry Association
(NAIA) has begun investigating innovative harvest, holding
and processing scenarios for the cod trap fishery. The growout
scenarios investigated as part of the NAIA Cod Grow-out
Advancement Project (C-GAP) include a combination of holding and processing strategies where cod are trapped, held for
either short or long periods and either fed or not fed before
being transported live to the plant.
Cod production using aquaculture methods has an extensive
history in Newfoundland. The on-growing of wild cod was
pioneered in the mid 1980’s with the development of husbandry
procedures that NAIA Member Gooseberry Cove Cod has
continued to successfully implement ever since. This process
involves live harvesting fish from the wild, holding and feeding them for four to six months and processing them when
markets are prime.
Cod grow-out, or Capture Based Aquaculture (CBA) as it is

known in Norway, is intensifying in other jurisdictions, where
the emphasis is on quality of the final product, whether frozen
or fresh. Under a CBA model in NL, fishers choosing to sell live
cod to a centralized grower would receive Grade A prices for
their catch and growers holding and feeding their cod would
generate revenues estimated at nine times the value of the
original product. Processors would have access to a consistent
supply of high quality cod which would be appropriate for a
high- end market. Consistent quality would also give processors the stability required to rationalize their investment in live
fish processing and marketing infrastructure. Such quality is
critical to ensuring that each of the stakeholders in the value
chain realizes a return on their cod that reflects the quality of
the product and the investment required to produce it.
In June of this year, as part of the Cod Growout Advancement
Project, NAIA organized a technology and marketing transfer
mission to investigate cod grow-out operations in Norway
and Greenland.
Royal Greenland hosted NAIA on the Greenland portion
of our mission. Sten Soerensen, Cod Operation Manager for
Royal Greenland, provided a tour where the NAIA delegates
observed live cod trapping, grading, well-boat transport, recovery and processing techniques.
In Royal Greenland’s Nutaaq model, cod are captured live
in traps and held, with no feed, for a brief period in net pens.
They are then graded into a well boat. Small cod are returned
to the wild and the remaining are transported to an on-land
recovery tank at the processing plant where they are held briefly

Atlantic cod being held at the CBA site in Bjarkøy, northern
Norway.
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The view from the bridge of Royal Greenland’s well boat in Maniitsoq, Greenland.

to ensure that they are calm and free from stress, resulting in
an improved product. The cod are then conveyed live into the
plant, rapidly processed and individually quick frozen. Time
from live entry to the plant to final product is less than two
hours. This results in the fish being branded as Nutaaq cod;
the highest of quality products.

achieved through cod grow-out can help growers in this province increase the value of cod within the Newfoundland and
Labrador seafood industry.

In Norway, NAIA was hosted by Dr. Bjørn-Steinar Sæther,
a senior scientist with NOFIMA. NAIA delegates toured a cod
CBA site in Bjarkoy where they observed the CBA process from
holding through to processing. A presentation by Dr. Sæther
provided insights on handling and husbandry procedures,
business and marketing opportunities, the development of
integrated regulatory frameworks and the state of current
research. Of particular interest to the delegates was NOFIMAs
work developing a semi-moist feed for the cod CBA industry.
NAIA has always had a good working relationship with
their salmon colleagues in Norway and the same promises
to hold true for the cod CBA sector. Based on relationships
established during the mission, several opportunities for technology transfer and collaborative research were identified.
This would be beneficial in developing optimal husbandry
procedures for the NL Cod CBA industry.
With an extensive history of cod grow-out and the competitive advantage offered by our proximity to markets in the USA,
NAIA believes that a commitment to a quality cod product
Fall 2017
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Tourism, Culture, Industry and Innovation August 9, 2017

Memorial University Applies Genomics
Research to Aquaculture Industry Innovation

T

hanks to an investment from the provincial and federal governments, Memorial University is leading a
pan-Atlantic research initiative to improve the health and
welfare of cultured Atlantic salmon using genomic and other
biotechnologies. The project will equip the Atlantic salmon
aquaculture industry with the information and tools needed
to develop more disease-resistant broodstock and improved
vaccines, which will result in a more robust industry.
The Honourable Christopher Mitchelmore, Minister of
Tourism, Culture, Industry and Innovation, today announced a
Provincial Government investment of $500,000 for the project
through InnovateNL. Nick Whalen, Member of Parliament for
St. John’s East, on behalf of the Honourable Navdeep Bains,
Minister of Innovation, Science and Economic Development
and Minister responsible for the Atlantic Canada Opportunities
Agency, announced $2.99 million for the initiative.
These investments will enable researchers at Memorial
University’s Department of Ocean Sciences, Faculty of Science,
to work with Atlantic Canadian industry and academic partners to mitigate the impact of climate-related challenges on
salmon aquaculture. The project will focus on the predicted
effects of warming coastal waters and improve methods for
protecting salmon from pathogens that can lead to diseases
which can have significant negative economic impacts on the
industry.

The project will allow Atlantic Canadian fish farmers the
ability to expand their workforce and revenue and have more
disease-resistant broodstock as well as new scientific tools to
improve fish health.
InnovateNL, through the Department of Tourism, Culture,
Industry and Innovation, is a single-window for the delivery
of provincial innovation programs and services to clients in a
seamless and more efficient manner. In total, InnovateNL will
bring the department’s current combined budget for economic
development to approximately $40 million.
The Way Forward guides Provincial Government actions
to achieve greater efficiency, strengthen the province’s economic foundation, enhance services and improve outcomes
to promote a healthy and prosperous province.
34

The investment from ACOA is being provided through the
Atlantic Innovation Fund, which encourages partnerships
among private sector firms, universities, colleges and other
research institutions to develop and commercialize new or
improved products and services.
Canada’s Innovation and Skills Plan aims to make this
country a global centre for innovation—one that creates jobs,
drives growth across all industries and improves the lives of
all Canadians. Investments in these projects demonstrate the
Government of Canada’s new approach to economic development through innovation.

Over the next five years, all six regional development agencies across Canada, including ACOA, will invest a total of $1.5
billion to strengthen innovation capacity and economic growth
in each region. Part of these investments will go towards supporting projects such as the one announced today, which is
adopting new technologies to boost innovation capacity and
competitiveness.
“The Provincial Government, through InnovateNL, is pleased
to support the province’s aquaculture industry. This industry has
been identified as having high growth potential by the Cabinet
Committee on Jobs, which is focused on stimulating new business activity and creating new private sector jobs for residents
throughout the province. This project combines regional talent
and capacity in both genomics and aquaculture to improve the
quality of broodstock and provide for ongoing health monitoring. It also is in keeping with our commitment to fostering an
environment where businesses can excel.”
~ Honourable Christopher Mitchelmore, Minister of
Tourism, Culture, Industry and Innovation
“Through the Innovation and Skills Plan, the Government
of Canada is focussing on skills, research, technology and
commercialization in growing sectors of the economy. This
investment will enable Memorial University to work with key
partners to lead the way in genomics research which will help
develop a stronger aquaculture industry in Atlantic Canada.”
~ Honourable Navdeep Bains, Minister of Innovation,
Science and Economic Development and Minister
responsible for ACOA
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“Through this project, Memorial University is taking a collaborative approach and applying its expertise in genomics
research to the aquaculture industry, which is one of the leading sectors in this region. This research and innovation project
will benefit local aquaculture companies by creating innovative
methods to address challenges in the industry and advance new
opportunities for growth.”
~ Nick Whalen, Member of Parliament for St. John’s
East

investments such as this one that enable world-class research
to be undertaken and the results of that research to be put
into practice. I’d also like to extend congratulations to our
industry and academic partners: University of Prince Edward
Island, University of Waterloo, University of Guelph, Cooke
Aquaculture, the Centre for Aquaculture Technologies Canada
and Somru BioScience. This investment will allow Dr. Gamperl
to continue his work to enable the Atlantic salmon aquaculture
industry to better prepare for the effects of climate change.”

“I’d like to thank both the federal and provincial governments
for their continued investments in research at Memorial. It is

~ Dr. Ray Gosine, Vice-President (Research) Pro
Tempore, Memorial University

More Certified Aquaculture Managers in
the Province

I

n the spring of 2017, NAIA, in partnership with Cold Ocean
Salmon, Northern Harvest Sea Farms, and Sunrise Fish
Farms,took part in the Certificate in Aquaculture Management
project with Marine Institute of MUN. We would like to offer
congratulations to sixteen aquaculture managers who will
receive their certificates during Cold Harvest at the closing
banquet on September 28: Murray Northcott, Darryl Hunt,
Brad Dunford, and Calvin Hunt of Cold Ocean Salmon, Chris
Bungay, Sheldon Perham, Chris Pardy, Cynthia Smith, Don
Fudge, Gord Caines, Jim Sheppard, Joe Bungay, Mark Davidge,
Mike Fudge, and Tanya Savory of Northern Harvest Sea Farms
and Trenton Johanson of Sunrise Fish Farms.

required courses and two elective courses selected from six
possible options. Nine workshops took place in Hermitage,
Pools Cove and Harbour Breton and 89 seats were filled. A
few students are also one credit away from completing the
certificate with hopes of completing it soon.

The Certificate in Aquaculture Management Program is a
12-day program (3 days per course) and consists of two
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Healthy fish. Your goal.
Our commitment.

Get your money’s worth.
Calvin Wagg
General Manager
T: 709-256-3931 F: 709-651-2641
D: 709-651-3771
100 Trans Canada Highway
Gander, NL, A1V 1P5
E: cwagg@qualityhotelgander.com
W: www.qualityhotelgander.com
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Couturier on Culture

Homeward Bound: A Commentary on the
Socioeconomic Aspects of Seafood and Aquaculture

Cyr Couturier is an aquaculture research scientist and program chair at the Fisheries
and Marine Institute of Memorial University. He has 35+ years of experience in applied
research and development, training and education in aquaculture. He is a Board and
Executive member of several aquaculture & development associations, including NAIA
(past-president), AAC (past-president), CAIA (president), RDÉE TNL, CAHRC, etc. He
has worked in aquaculture development in over 18 countries. The views expressed herein
are his own. Contact: cyr@mi.mun.ca

This article was originally published in the Journal of
Ocean Technology, V12N2, 2017 and is reproduced with
permission.
Seafood, both farmed and wild, is among the most widely
traded commodities on a global scale, surpassing US $300
billion. It’s one of the healthiest proteins for consumption
containing essential minerals, vitamins, oils and proteins
needed for human growth and development. It has the lowest
impacts and carbon footprints of any agrifoods. It compares
very favourably in terms of lowest in carbon footprint, lowest

By: Cyr Couturier
in freshwater consumption, and lowest in physical foot print
on the planet per kg of protein. In terms of socioeconomic
impacts there are some 70 million farmers and harvesters,
mostly in small, rural communities. In fact over 500 million
people rely on the seafood “business” globally for their primary
source of income.
Demand for seafood is increasing, and today more than
50% of seafood consumption on Earth comes from sustainable
aquaculture. There are an estimated 3 billion seafood portions
consumed daily and over 1 trillion annually, contributing to
food security, nutrition, and socioeconomic development in
rural communities.
Although aquatic farming or aquaculture has been practiced for millennia, primarily for local supplies of food or for
enhancing wild sources of fish, shellfish, and aquatic plants,
the so-called blue revolution really only began in the past 50
years, with efforts to increase farmed seafood production on
larger scales to meet the growing demand.
Aquaculture today contributes employment and income
and food security in rural and coastal communities to over
20 million individuals directly, and over 100 million in the
supply, services, distribution, and manufacturing (processing)
sectors, also in the local communities. Most of the employment is year-round, and technologically driven; the sector
must innovate, adapt to changing climate, and employ science
paradigms to continuously improve yields to the farmer, while
reducing the impacts on our ecosystems. All agrifood producing activities on Earth have an impact on local ecosystems;
the solution is to minimize it in a way for sustainable social
and economic purposes. It’s actually simpler in some sense to
encourage sustainable aquaculture since farming operations
are site specific and can be managed much more easily than

continued on next page
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COUTURIER ON CULTURE continued

the hunting and gathering idiom of capture fisheries. Quoting
a famous oceans explorer “We must plant the sea and herd
its animals using the sea as farmers instead of hunters. That
is what civilization is all about - farming replacing hunting”
(Jacques Cousteau 1971).

The socioeconomic benefits of seafood, aquaculture in particular, are tremendous. They include employment or income
to feed families in the world’s most impoverished regions, as
well as in the richest regions of the world. Aquaculture provides
food security in many parts of the world, allowing families
and community structure to remain intact. It’s an enduring,
honourable profession, farming food. In both the developed
and developing world today, aquaculture is practiced at the
community level in rural regions of the world, allowing members of the community to provide supplies, services and even
jobs on the farms in their communities. The indirect contributions of such services to communities makes the economy
of those communities much more viable, not to mention they
increase tax revenues to meet the public service needs of the
community. We actually see less outmigration from rural to
urban areas in regions with sustainable aquaculture in their
midst, notwithstanding the demographic challenges faced by
some communities.
Seafood production is also one of the most technologically
challenging food production activities on the planet, operating in natural but changing aquatic environments where, in
general, we have a fairly cursory understanding of the dynamics of aquatic ecosystems, compared with terrestrial systems.
Great strides have been made on the innovation, science and
technology side of seafood farming (aquaculture) to enable
farmers to not only enhance their production, but to increase
outputs more sustainably. Space limitations prevent discussion
of these innovations here, however the reader will find great
examples in this edition of the Journal.
On the capture side, harvesters must contend with fluctuating abundances, quota allocations subject to semi-discretionary
allocations, ancient regulatory frameworks, and recognition
of traditional rights to access. And, some would say a lack of
supportive science to really understand stock dynamics that
allow for better predictive models of abundance for harvesting. Bringing the socioeconomic impacts of capture fisheries
to coastal beneficiaries is difficult where there is a general
lack of enforcement ability for fisheries beyond the exclusive
economic zones recognized by most sovereign nations. Yes,
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there are increasing efforts to manage fisheries, to contribute
to our scientific understanding of fisheries stock dynamics in
the face of a changing ecosystem fueled by climate change,
and to enhance enforcement of international treaties and laws
about fisheries, but the wild seafood production sector has
not really grown on a global scale since the 1980s, almost 40
years. The prospects for increasing fisheries output globally
are not promising for the next several generations. At least
on a global scale.
For aquaculture, the leading aquaculture countries in the
world (China, Indonesia, Norway, India, Thailand and some
European nations) recognize and encourage aquatic farming.
It’s built into their socioeconomic and cultural fabric. They
have developed modern regulatory and policy frameworks,
along with science and innovation support for growing this
important socio economic sector of food production. Other
jurisdictions that have access to abundant natural resources
for aquatic farming, such as Canada and the USA, are falling
behind in terms of regulatory frameworks and science support
for this important socioeconomic driver. The United Nations
recognizes sustainable seafood farming as an important social
and economic activity to meet the growing need for access
to healthy and nutritious food. It’s also one of the mitigation
measures to reduce agrifoods production impacts and carbon
footprints responsible for climate change, ocean acidification,
and other global ecosystem concerns. If you want to produce
climate-smart agrifoods, look no further than farmed seafood.
I don’t portend to be a social economist by any means, but
I do have had considerable experience in rural economic development for the betterment of rural economies, particularly
in fisheries and aquaculture. We all need to eat healthy foods
and improve our livelihoods, and become much more sustainable on this planet. The use of aquatic farming technologies
and innovations will allow us to do so in a much more rapid
fashion, than most other agrifoods endeavours, in my view.
As a Nobel-worthy management guru once quipped
“Aquaculture, not the Internet, represents the most promising
investment opportunity for the 21st century” (Peter Drucker,
1999). Perhaps he realized that food production technology
in the form of aquaculture was indeed part of the solution for
the growing resource demand by humans on our collective
home, Earth? In any event, it’s not only a good investment
opportunity from the financial sense, but from a social, environmental and food security sense, so the future does indeed
look bright for those “investing” in aquatic farming.
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Guidance to manage your staff
AgriHR Toolkit
from the Canadian Agricultural HR Council
Your business depends on the people who work for you, but managing and supporting your workforce can be a
challenging and complex task. Whether your business is small or large, and whether you have a human resources
professional on staff or you manage your staff directly, the AgriHR Toolkit is your foundation for success.

Step-by-step instructions on how to:










Develop an HR plan
Create an HR policy manual
Recruit, select, and hire
Manage people effectively
Develop a succession plan
Set compensation and benefit standards
Create training and orientation processes
Ensure workplace wellness
Improve health and safety

For Toolkit access contact NAIA or go to AgriHRToolkit.ca

www.cahrc‐ccrha.ca
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Newfoundland and Labrador cultured seafood

products are highly regarded for their delicious
flavour and fresh quality. Our cold water products
are processed immediately after harvesting
according to strict Canadian standards, ensuring
top-quality results for you each and every time!

Newfoundland and Labrador is one of very few
places in Canada with plenty of aquaculture space
available. It also offers an excellent investment
environment. Various international investors have
already recognized this and are currently partnering
with local companies to grow the industry . . . and
their return on investment.
The Newfoundland Aquaculture Industry Association
(NAIA) offers a constructive and personalized
approach to help you develop positive relationships
with experienced, reputable local partners. Please
contact NAIA to learn how we can help.

For more information contact: Mark Lane, Executive Director
Newfoundland Aquaculture Industry Association
29 – 31 Pippy Place, Suite 3007, St. John’s, NL, A1B 3X2
mark@naia.ca Tel. 709.754.2854 Fax. 709.754.2981
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